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Cover: Gezeitenland, Borkum, Germany, architect: De Witt Dohrn Janßen / Illus-
tration on the left: Swimming pool, Berlin-Schöneberg, Germany, architect: Arnke
Häntsch Lubic Planungsgesellschaft / Illustration in the middle: All Hallows
School, Australia / Illustration on the right: RACV Club, Melbourne, Australia

Illustration at the top: Sports centre, Fukouka, Japan / Illustration on the left in the
middle: Ocean Wave, Norden-Norddeich, Germany, architect: De Witt Dohrn
Janßen / Illustration on the right in the middle: Pirbadet, Trondheim, Norway,
architect: Per Knudsen Arkitektkontor / Illustration down on the left: Series Plural
two, Plural three / Illustration down on the right: Ocean Wave, Norden-Nord-
deich, Germany, architect: De Witt Dohrn Janßen
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Alfter-Witterschlick

Sinzig

Ötzingen

Meissen

Schwarzenfeld

A specialist of world-wide reputation

For planners and architects all over the world, the name

Agrob Buchtal is synonymous with aesthetically demanding

and functionally perfect swimming pool construction. Several

thousands of projects all around the globe show the compe-

tence and versatility of the market leader. 

Quality and variety

This success has many reasons: architectural ceramics from

Agrob Buchtal is manufactured in modern production facilities

in Germany and meets highest quality standards. The

immense range of colours, sizes and surfaces guarantees a

maximum of creative design scope.

Everything from one source

But the company has built up an excellent reputation above

all as innovative supplier offering the complete swimming

pool programme from one source - even including technically

sophisticated special pieces such as shower tub and pool

edge systems. And hygiene without effort is ensured by the

world-wide patented Hydrotect surface coating.

Competent service

At Agrob Buchtal, high-quality products and first-class services

are supplied. That is why we support creative concepts also

by project-specific special productions. And our in-house

planning department available free of charge offers – thanks

to its extensive advice – the guarantee for a perfect result in

all phases of the project.

Agrob Buchtal

Our products 

”made in Germany“

in 5 locations:

• Alfter-Witterschlick

• Meissen

• Ötzingen

• Schwarzenfeld

• Sinzig

Illustration on the left: Therme Snovik,
Kaminik, Slovenia, architect: Dacomm d.o.o. /
Illustration in the middle: Europa Sportpark,
Berlin, Germany, architect: Dominique
Perrault / Illustration on the right: Swimming
pool, Shenzhen, China
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Illustration on the top left: Indoor swimming pool, Stolberg, Germany, architect:
Planungsbüro Schmitz / Illustration at the top in the middle: Eifeltherme Zikkurat,
Mechernich, Germany, architect: von Rudloff, Seiffert & Partner / Illustration on
the top right: Series Plural Optima / Illustration on the left and right in the middle:
Eifeltherme Zikkurat, Mechernich, Germany, architect: von Rudloff, Seiffert &
Partner / Illustration down on the left: Naturbad, Amstetten, Austria, architect:
Zechner & Zechner / Illustration down on the right: Private swimming pool,
Hinterbrühl, Austria
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Illustration at the top: Pirbadet, Trondheim, Norway, architect: Per Knudsen
Arkitektkontor / Illustration down on the left: Europa Sportpark, Berlin, Germany,
architect: Dominique Perrault / Illustration down on the right: Naturbad,
Amstetten, Austria, architect: Zechner & Zechner

Sports and adventure pools
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Sympathetic appearance

Swimming pools serving only for swimming are a thing of

the past. Modern sports and adventure pools are places of

communication and have to satisfy many requirements –

from top-class sport to the fun of the children in the padd-

ling pool and on to relaxation and wellness. A sophisticated

architectural design must reflect this variety of functions and

at the same time lend the swimming pool a sympathetic,

unmistakable appearance. Because in the competition of the

operators increasingly getting tougher, the potential clientele

only sees what clearly stands out from the usual thanks to its

distinctive character.

Wide range of possibilities

Here, ceramics from Agrob Buchtal presents an almost un-

limited range of possibilities: the series of the System Chro-

ma alone in the four colour spheres “vigorous”, “fresh”,

“pure” and “warm” offer more than 90 colours for the wall

and the floor which all are ideal for combination. The classic

pool colours blue, green and turquoise are dominant, but

completed by new colour variants. Thus, secondary pools in

the surround area can be designed in sand and grey shades

in order to obtain a warm impression of a beach. With soft

terracotta and earth colours, this natural impression can also

be continued on the walls. In addition, many colour nuances

correspond with the System Plural. In this way, comprehensive

colour concepts for swimming pools and adjoining areas can

be realized.

Therma Sol, Bad Soden-Salmünster, Germany,
architect: Wach GmbH
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At the planning of attractive wall and floor surfaces, different

sizes are also an important design means. Whether octametric

or decimal: the System Chroma is convincing there as well

by its great variety – from the strip tile with a width of only

6.2 cm up to the large sizes of 25 x 50 and 50 x 50 cm.

Glass borders in matching colours, high and deep relief tiles

with light/shadow effects as well as the mosaic formats of

the System Plural (from 2.5 x 2.5 cm) set attractive accents.

Extras one enjoys

The outstanding strong points of swimming pool ceramics

from Agrob Buchtal include the enormous design freedom

as regards the use of special pieces up to individual special

solutions. This permits a functional, aesthetic and technically

perfect design of all the “extras” the bathers enjoy: curved

white-water channels flowing into generous outdoor pools,

underwater ledges, highly imaginative areas for parents with

their children, whirlpools or relaxation zones.

Effective protection against accidents

The practical advantages of ceramic solutions become

apparent by their intensive utilization. Tiles are indestructible

and extremely easy to clean thanks to the Hydrotect coating.

Their colours retain their luminosity even after many years of

use. And the non-slip versions with their high slip resistance

have proved to be an effective solution for preventing acci-

dents caused by slipping.

Illustration at the top: Australian Institute of Sports, Canberra, Australia /
Illustration down on the left: Swimming pool, Shenzhen, China / Illustration
down on the right: Indoor swimming pool, Stolberg, Germany, architect:
Planungsbüro Schmitz
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Illustration on the top left: Stadspark, Turnhout, Belgium, architect: Artabel /
Illustration on the top right: Grottebadet, Harstad, Norway, architect: PW
Arkitekter A/S / Illustration on the left in the middle: Swimming pool, Saverne,
France, architect: Japac / Illustration on the right in the middle: Leisure pool,
Freiberg, Germany, architect: Dähne & Burggraf / Illustration at the bottom:
Pirbadet, Trondheim, Norway, architect: Per Knudsen Arkitektkontor

Sports and adventure pools
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Salutary beauty 

Modern therapeutic pools have to meet clear requirements:

they are expected to relieve chronic illnesses and to accelerate

the healing process after accidents or serious diseases. A

demanding design from the point of view of colours and

architecture supports these goals, because where people feel

happy they recover sooner. However, this implies particularly

strict standards with regard to comfort and safety. Thus, per-

sons with physical handicaps must be particularly carefully

protected against the risks of slipping. And they need – for

example when leaving the swimming pool – ergonomic

support. With slip-resistant tiles and special pieces such as

the pool edge system Wiesbaden specially developed for

therapeutic pools, these requirements can also be met

without any problems. In this way, Agrob Buchtal offers all

components for therapeutically and aesthetically convincing

solutions from one source.

Hygiene without problems

In luxurious thermal baths, health – besides pleasant relax-

ation – also plays a central part. But the warm water and the

increased air humidity can also cause hygienic risks. Here

again, the tile systems of Agrob Buchtal make a decisive

contribution to the solution of the problem. Because their

Hydrotect-coated surfaces are particularly easy to keep clean

and prevent the proliferation of microbes in a natural way.

Illustration at the top: Toskana-Therme, Bad Sulza, Germany, architect: Ollertz
und Ollertz / Illustration down on the left: Therme Snovik, Kaminik, Slovenia,
architect: Dacomm d.o.o. / Illustration down in the middle (left): Spastiker-
Zentrum (centre for spastics), Munich, Germany, architect: Mann & Partner /
Illustration down in the middle (right): Bodenseetherme, Überlingen, Germany,
architect: Prof. Wienands / Illustration down on the right: Therapeutic pool,
Miesbach-Agatharied, architect: Prof. Nickl & Partner
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Therapeutic pools and thermal baths

Illustration at the top: Frankenklinik, Bad Steben, Germany, architect: BfA Berlin /
Illustration in the middle: Medic OS, Osnabrück, Germany, architect: W. Ohne-
sorge / Illustration at the bottom: Rurwelle, Kreuzau, Germany, architect: Wolf
Blass Schölzel / Illustration down on the left: Eifeltherme Zikkurat, Mechernich,
Germany, architect: von Rudloff, Seiffert & Partner / Illustration down on the
right: Bodenseetherme, Überlingen, Germany, architect: Prof. Wienands
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Illustration on the top left: Private swimming pool, Dörveden, Germany, archi-
tect: Maas Architekturbüro / Illustration on the top right: Hotel Phantasialand,
Brühl, Germany / Illustration in the middle: Thermal bath, Turciankse Teplice,
Slovakia, architect: Jancina & Mazuch / Illustration down on the left: Private
swimming pool, Hinterbrühl, Austria / Illustration down on the right: Neander-
bad, Erkrath, Germany, architect: Planteam Ruhr
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Illustration down on the left: Four Seasons Hotel, Limassol, Cyprus, architect:
George Th. Mavrommatis / Illustration down on the right: Private swimming
pool, Hinterbrühl, Austria

Luxurious relaxation

The planning of modern hotel swimming pools has to satisfy

special demands. They must harmoniously fit in with the

architecture of the building, offer the guests who are fre-

quently changing and not familiar with the place quick

orientation and maximum safety and – last but not least –

add to the attractiveness of the entire house as a luxurious

oasis of relaxation.

Comfort and elegance

With their enormous variety of colours, sizes and surfaces,

the tile series of the System Chroma offer the best conditions

for satisfying these demands in an elegant manner. Convincing

integration into the architectural environment, clear orienta-

tion thanks to guide colours, comfortable whirlpools and

pools in curved shapes, relaxing quiet thanks to low-noise

overflow channels – the swimming pool programme of

Agrob Buchtal makes all this possible and ensures the perfect

well-being of the demanding guests.

Homogeneous integration

At the construction of private swimming pools, the homoge-

neous integration into an existing ambience is also generally

demanded. Apart from that, the personal preferences of the

building owner frequently are the centre of attention.

Thanks to the modular variety of the System Chroma, these

specifications can also be realized in a sovereign manner –

no matter whether it is the compact swimming pool for the

family or a comfortable wellness ensemble for elevated

demands.

Hotel and private pools
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Illustration on the top left: Schlosshotel, Derenburg, Germany, architect: Rainer
Czepa / Illustration on the top right: Rurwelle, Kreuzau, Germany, architect:
Wolf Blass Schölzel / Illustration at the bottom: Schlosshotel Münchhausen,
Aerzen, Germany, architect: Eckhart Wolter

Wellness, showers and barrier-free building
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Illustration down on the left: Aquapark, Patince, Slovakia, architect: Miklos /
Illustration down on the right: Fitness centre, Grasbrunn, Germany, architect:
Aigner & Partner

Harmonious ensemble

Physical and psychological feeling of well-being – in short:

wellness – requires an environment which appeals to all

senses: by means of harmonious colours and forms, haptic

experiences, sounds and pleasant smells. The appropriate

ambience is created by high-quality architectural ceramics

from Agrob Buchtal. Because wall and floor tiles are ideal for

the combination with wood, glass and water. Matt, smooth

and structured surfaces ensure visual and haptic attractive-

ness. Vigorous signal colours correspond with soft natural

shades – and all together combines to form a harmonious

ensemble.

Safe, clean, aesthetic.

Ceramic wall and floor coverings have also proved in fitness

centres where one enjoys a refreshing shower after the muscle

and fitness training. Because they are slip-resistant and so

easy to clean that the clients feel absolutely happy in this

clean and attractive ambience. And as the workout is very

often followed by a convivial reunion in the bar, the design

of wall and floor should also be convincing from the aesthetic

point of view.
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Illustration at the top: Series Capestone (floor), series Chroma II (wall) / Illustration
on the left in the middle: Series Chroma II / Illustration on the right in the middle:
Municipal indoor swimming pool, Dessau, Germany, architect: Bauconcept
Planungsgesellschaft / Illustration at the bottom: Holiday park Plauer See, Alt
Schwerin, Germany, architect: Jost Rintelen Planer
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With its extensive range of products for barrier-free building,

Agrob Buchtal makes sure that wellness can be enjoyed by

everybody – independent of the age and the physical capacity

of a person. Ceramic shower tubs directly integrated into

the floor covering permit both healthy and disabled persons

to take a shower comfortably and safely. The 10 mm high lip

prevents inundations, but is no obstacle for wheelchair

users. In addition, the visibility of the edge can be improved

by means of contrasting colours. The shower tubs are slip-

resistant and thus make shower mats susceptible to mould

superfluous. They meet the requirements of DIN 18024 for

barrier-free building and have been awarded the test symbol

“Barrier-free – DIN tested”.

Perfect problem solutions. 

No matter whether at home or in an institution for the

handicapped: slip-resistant floor tiles durably protect against

serious falls. It is among others the System Plural which

offers perfect problem solutions. Apart from diverse profiled

surfaces for wet barefoot areas, velvet-rough tiles without

profile are also available, which permit safe walking also with

a cane or problem-free driving with the wheelchair. In addi-

tion, cheerful, modern colours create an ambience in which

one feels happy.  

Illustration on the left: Vitalklinik, Bad Driburg, Germany / 
Illustration on the right: Series Plural Optima

Wellness, showers and barrier-free building
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Illustration at the top: Swimming pool, Shenzhen, China / Illustration at the
bottom: Gezeitenland, Borkum, Germany, architect: De Witt Dohrn Janßen
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Fildorado, Filderstadt, Germany,
architect: Kauffmann, Theilig & Partner

Leading world-wide

First-class quality, contemporary design and the unprece-

dented variety of colours and sizes have made Chroma one

of the most successful systems in architectural ceramics

world-wide. Thanks to continuous innovations orientated to

customer wishes and current trends in architecture, Agrob

Buchtal further consolidates this leading position. Thus, the

system – after an extensive revision – provides planners and

architects with a modular system of colours and sizes which

supports all creative concepts. At the same time, this modular

structure with its almost unlimited combination possibilities

offers planning security and design freedom. 

Elegant novelties

Apart from the Chroma II Mosaics (cf. page 23), modern

accents within the System Chroma are set by two new

porcelain stoneware series: Capestone, an ideal solution for

wet barefoot areas, is characterized by a high slip resistance

and a fine slate structure which is particularly agreeable to

walk on. Marino is also unglazed, supports comprehensive

concepts and gives pool surrounds, entrance zones, changing

rooms and sanitary areas a noble, elegant touch. Both novelties

are also supplied in the rectified large format of 50 x 50 cm,

which – laid with narrow joint – creates a highly exclusive

atmosphere.   

System Chroma
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Colour chart – System Chroma ea
sy to clean

w
ith

long-te rm guarantee

5503
yellow 3

5504
yellow 4

5505
yellow 5

5513
green 3

5514
green 4

5515
green 5

5523
turquoise 3

*

*

**

**

** **

* * * *

* *

* *5524
turquoise 4

5525
turquoise 5

5583
azure 3

5584
azure 4

5585
azure 5

5531
blue 1

5532
blue 2

5533
blue 3

5534
blue 4

5536
blue 6

5542
lavender 2

5543
lavender 3

5544
lavender 4

701 
white, matt

5552
grey 2

5553
grey 3

5554
grey 4

5556
grey 6

5562
beige 2

5563
beige 3

5564
beige 4

5572
cotto 2

5573
cotto 3

5574
cotto 4

5576
cotto 6

700 
white, glossy

717 
black, glossy

143 
intense green

145 
carmine-red

144 
intense blue

140 
intense yellow

5535
blue 5

5545
lavender 5

5555
grey 5

5565
beige 5

5575
cotto 5

151
orange

152
apple-green

150
lemon-yellow

153
violet

908
sand-yellow

912
atlantic-blue

917
neutral-grey

926
alabaster-white

901
natural-white

922
pastel-brown

918
black-anthracite

Slip resistance 

R10/A or R10/B

Quantum unglazed Chroma II glazed (silky-matt)

Intense colours (glossy) Contrasting colours (glossy)

* Thanks to their effect under water
(light refraction and reflection),
these colours are designed above
all for the use in swimming pools.
Depending on the personal
taste, other colours can also be
used in addition (exception: in-
tense colours nos. 140, 143 and
145). 

** So-called crazing can occur in the case of
the colours nos. 140, 143 and 145 (no reason
for complaints, but a typical characteristic).
Therefore, they are not suitable for swim-
ming pools, showers and similar areas ex-
posed to water.
Information concerning laying:
The covering must be wetted prior to
pointing.

The colours of the series
Chroma II are also available
as non-slip glazes on request.
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50
yellow

66
yellow

52
dark blue

84
dark blue

51
light-blue

58
blue

57
azure

82
azure

68
turquoise

73
turquoise

72
green

67
green

54
grey

81
white

55
light-beige

56
cotto

53
dark beige

69
light-beige

79
cotto

91
white

-/B -/C

Colour chart – System Chroma

111
arctic

112
sapphire

110
jade

106
quartz

113
marble

114
flint

109
basalt

107
coral

Beach

R10/B R10/B

30
yellow

31
blue

657/667
anthracite

32
dark grey

659/669
mid-grey

640/630
papyrus-white

33
beige

658/668
lime-white

641/631
sand-beige

Filigrano

R10/B

Capestone
unglazed

R10/A
or R11/B

Marino
unglazed

R10/A
or R11/B

A particular advantage in the case of the System Chroma is the great
flexibility as regards special productions. We will be pleased to verify 
the technical and economic feasibility of your individual wishes outside 
of the select shown.

Slip-resistant areas glazed/unglazed

Chroma II non-slip
Slip resistance 

-/B

642/632
umber-brown
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Illustration at the top: Series Chroma II, glass
border, colour sphere “pure” / Illustration at
the bottom: Hotel Auerberg, Bonn, Germany

Lively accents

With decorative elements of diverse forms, colours and

materials, the creative scope offered by the System Chroma

can be considerably enlarged. Glass borders perfectly

matched to the Chroma colour spheres “fresh”, “pure” and

“warm” set lively visual and haptic accents. Slim radial corner

pieces making corners and edges appear rounder convey a

harmonious overall impression. High or deep relief tiles owe

their attractive look above all to the subtle play of light and

shadow.

Perfectly laid thanks to a film

The new Chroma II Mosaics which are particularly suitable

for pool surrounds and showers thanks to their smooth, slip-

resistant surface present themselves as an attractive comple-

ment of the system. The surfaces covered by mosaic mixes

perfectly harmonize with the colour spheres of the System

Chroma and are ideal above all for the design of columns

and other curves. Thanks to the film glued on the face side,

the mosaics are also suitable for laying under water. This

transparent film which can be removed without leaving any

residue after the setting of the thin-bed mortar permits

permanent checking of the joints. The long soaking of paper

sheets just as time-consuming cleaning are not required.

Deep relief tileHigh relief tile
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Illustration at the top: Holiday park Plauer See, Alt Schwerin, Germany, architect:
Jost Rintelen Planer / Illustration at the bottom: Series Chroma II Mosaics

Mosaics and design elements
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Special pieces and detail solutions

Those who wish to have absolute design freedom need flexible

product solutions. With matching special pieces from the

swimming pool special programme of Agrob Buchtal, practi-

cally everything is possible: pool borders in generously

rounded forms, underwater ledges and benches adapted to

the human anatomy, round children’s paddling pools,

curved white-water channels, partition walls in soft lines or

elegantly shaped stairs leading into the water.

New creative scope

The extensive range of special pieces includes, among others,

profiled edgings and skirtings, pool edging tiles and

grooved tiles. And as all elements are available in numerous

colours and diverse dimensions, unusual ideas can also be

realized without any problems. In addition, planners and

architects attaching great importance to their own individual

style benefit from a service which is one of the particular

strong points of Agrob Buchtal: project-specific special

productions which open absolutely new creative scope. 

Illustration at the top: Tuwass, Tuttlingen, Germany, architect: Architekten 4A /
Illustration down on the left: Naubad, Bitterfeld, Germany, architect: Bauconcept
Rabe und Partner / Illustration down on the right: Bodenseetherme, Über-
lingen, Germany, architect: Prof. Wienands
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Special pieces and detail solutions

Illustration on the top left: Eifeltherme Zikkurat, Mechernich, Germany, architect:
von Rudloff, Seiffert & Partner / Illustration on the top right: Australian Institute
of Sports, Canberra, Australia / Illustration on the left in the middle: Grotte-
badet, Harstad, Norway, architect: PW Arkitekter A/S / Illustration on the right
in the middle: de Waterperels, Lier, Belgium, architect: Artabel / Illustration
down on the left: Heilpädagogisches Zentrum, Irchenrieth, Germany, architect:
Architekten ARGE Roland Franz & Partner GbR / Illustration down on the right:
Pirbadet, Trondheim, Norway, architect: Per Knudsen Arkitektkontor
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Perfect ergonomics

In wet barefoot areas, water and soap residues cause an

enormous risk of slipping. Accordingly strict are the slip-

resistance requirements to be met by the floor covering.

With regard to this, Agrob Buchtal offers several solutions

within the System Chroma: the unglazed series Quantum,

for example, or tiles with micro-rough surface such as Chroma II

non-slip, Beach, Filigrano as well as the unglazed porcelain

stoneware tiles of the series Marino and Capestone. Their

new surface structure has excellently proved, because it is

perfectly adapted to the human ergonomics and ensures a

safe hold of the naked sole of the foot also on wet floors. 

Evaluation according to DIN standard

The slip resistance is classified in the three groups A, B and

C. The most stringent requirements must be satisfied by tiles

of the valuation group C, which are prescribed for broad

stairs leading into the water without handrails on both sides,

for walk-through pools and inclined pool edges. The Code

of Practice GUV-I 8527 provides detailed information. The

slip resistance is determined according to the test standard

DIN 51097 by tests on inclined plane.

Illustration at the top: Series Marino (floor), series Chroma II, Chroma II Mosaics
(wall) / Illustration down on the left: Series Plural Optima / Illustration down on
the right: Leisure pool Nemo, Magdeburg, Germany, architect: Gilles Edenne
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Slip resistance

The indicated angles of inclination exclusively serve for the assignment of the

valuation groups and can not be equated with the angles of inclination of

slopes/ramps.

Valuation
groups Angle of inclination

Test on “inclined plane”

Barefoot area

A

B

C

>_12°

>_18°

>_24°

Illustration at the top: Series Plural three
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Channel piece with cavities:
The result is risks with regard to hygiene,
stability and frost resistance (not produced
by Agrob Buchtal)

Solid solution from Agrob Buchtal

Illustration at the top: Swimming pool, Berlin-Schöneberg, Germany, architect:
Arnke Häntsch Lubic Planungsgesellschaft / Illustration down on the left: Aqua-
park, Patince, Slovakia, architect: Miklos
Page 29: Illustration down on the left: Eifeltherme Zikkurat, Mechernich,
Germany, architect: von Rudloff, Seiffert & Partner / Illustration down in the
middle: Australian Institute of Sports, Canberra, Australia / Illustration down on
the right: Municipal indoor swimming pool, Dessau, Germany, architect:
Bauconcept Planungsgesellschaft

Excellence without competition

As far as the covering of swimming pools is concerned,

ceramics from Agrob Buchtal is always first choice. Other

materials, including stainless special steels, do not satisfy the

special requirements of modern swimming pools. Curves

and welds are susceptible to corrosion damage; salt, thermal

and sea water also attack the surfaces. Thus, a ceiling

suspended by means of special steel straps once already fell

down as a result of corrosion damage caused by the chlorine

constituents in the air of the building. That is why the

“Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik” (German Institute for

Structural Engineering) in Berlin has prohibited most sorts of

special steel in a chloric atmosphere. 

Bad marks for metal

Steel can not compete with tiles also from the aesthetic

point of view: metal pools convey a monotonous and “tinny”

impression; markings must be applied with other materials.

Special pieces such as e.g. edge formations with handhold-

piece are offered only as primitive solution. In addition, metal

pools are always plane, i.e. the visual and tactile surface grid

– one of the particular attractions of a tiled pool – is com-

pletely missing. And metal pools are not less expensive than

ceramics either.

Natural stone is also no alternative in wet areas: to ensure

perfect hygiene, considerable cleaning efforts are required,

which, on the other hand, can cause changes in colour and

erosion. Even the slip resistance can diminish in the course of

time.
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+

• Visual and tactile surface structuring avoids unattrac-

tive monotony 

• Aesthetic look

• An almost unlimited range of colours allows the 

realization of comprehensive, individual design concepts 

• Numerous pool edge systems for all types of swimming

pools

• Various special pieces and special solutions for adjoin-

ing areas such as e.g. benches, stairs, standing steps, 

ladder recesses, letter tiles, shower tub systems

• Solid pool edge systems and special pieces, i.e. without

cavities

• Perfectly matched accessories such as e.g. cover 

gratings, silent outlet valves and the like

• Durable integration of pool lanes, safety and water polo

field markings, letter tiles etc.

• Greatest possible freedom with regard to the pool

shape (without restriction to prefabricated standard parts

or expensive special productions)

• Diverse slip-resistant floor solutions for children’s, 

paddling and non-swimmer pools, showers, pool 

surrounds, dressing rooms etc.

• Absolutely hygienic

• Ecologically harmless

• Non-decaying and corrosion-proof (ferruginous waters …)

• Resistant to aggressive water treated with chlorine, salt,

ozone, thermal and mineral water

• Resistant to cleaning agents and disinfectants

• Light-fast also in case of exposure to extreme solar 

radiation

• Long-lived

• Low cost

Swimming pool ceramics Special steel pool

Advantages of swimming pool ceramics

Ceramics: all advantages at a glance
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Illustration at the top: Europa Sportpark, Berlin, Germany, architect: Dominique
Perrault / Illustration down on the left: Therma Sol, Bad Soden-Salmünster, Ger-
many, architect: Wach GmbH / Illustration down in the middle: Neanderbad,
Erkrath, Germany, architect: Planteam Ruhr / Illustration down on the right:
Plattenbergbad, Kleinwallstadt, Germany, architect: Gerold Schultes

Pool edge systems

To ensure the safety, comfort and functionality of a swimming

pool, the choice of an optimal pool edge system is also

decisive. That is why Agrob Buchtal offers – besides the

legendary “low-noise channel” Wiesbaden Silent – a wide

range of different systems tailor-made for the special

requirements of the respective type of swimming pool.

Thus, the System Wiesbaden (decreased water level) with

small channel proves itself above all in therapeutic pools.

The System Finland has been specially developed for sports

and competition pools, the System Zürich for public pools.

Berlin is ideal for the renovation of existing swimming pools.

Decisive additional advantage of the systems from Agrob

Buchtal: slip-resistant complete solutions are available for all

surfaces and special pieces directly up to the pool edge.
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Pool edge systems

System Finland

Sloping, beach-like pool 
edge with handhold-piece; 
covered channel with coved 
gutter tile and outlet valve 
SILENT 100. Especially 
suitable for sports and
competition pools.

System Wiesbaden,
elevated water level

Large overflow channel 
with handhold-piece, cover 
grating and outlet valve 
SILENT W 2000. Suitable 
for diverse types of pools.

System Skimmer

with pool edging 
tile Residence

System Wiesbaden,
elevated water level

Small overflow channel 
with handhold-piece, 
cover grating and outlet 
valve SILENT W 2000.

System Zürich

Elevated overflow edge as
an ideal handhold; covered
channel with half-section
stoneware channel and out-
let valve SILENT 100. 
For public pools.

System Wiesbaden,
decreased water level

Large overflow channel
(without cover grating)
with outlet valve SILENT
W 2000 and edging tile
on top. Suitable for diverse
types of pools.

System Berlin

Elevated overflow edge as
an ideal handhold; covered
channel with ”smooth” 
water inflow.
For public pools and 
renovations.

System Wiesbaden,
decreased water level

Small overflow channel
(without cover grating)
with outlet valve SILENT
W 2000. For therapeutic 
pools.
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Illustration at the top: Low-noise channel Wiesbaden Silent / Illustration at the
bottom: Aquapark, Patince, Slovakia, architect: Miklos

Wiesbaden Silent

Restful quiet is essential for optimal relaxation. Permanent

gurgling, roaring and glugging in the overflow channel of

the swimming pool can considerably disturb this quiet. That

is why Agrob Buchtal has developed a silent special version:

the world-wide successful “low-noise channel” Wiesbaden

Silent.

Innovative and intelligent

This innovative solution is based on a complex physical inter-

action which includes the channel shape, the arrangement of

the robust cover gratings and a specially designed supporting

strip for the cover gratings. In addition, the outlet valves

Silent W 2000 and Silent 100 with their intelligent ventilation

system ensure a considerably increased flow rate while the

noise development is decisively reduced. Thus, the noise level

is reduced by approx. 10 dBA at a water quantity of 6m3/h

per 1 m of channel (compared to a conventional Wiesbaden

channel).

Halving of the noise level

A remarkable progress if one considers that this value is

perceived by the human ear as a halving of the noise level.

The non-ceramic components of the system are of course

also resistant to water treated with chlorine, salt, ozone,

thermal and mineral water as well as to the cleaning agents

normally used in swimming pools. 

Wiesbaden Silent

Wiesbaden Silent conventional channel
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Cover gratings

Mitred corner internal angle
(edge length fitting to the respec-
tive grating width)

Transverse grating

Mitred corner

Parallel grating

Cover gratings

Extremely robust cover gratings with a surface corresponding

to the highest slip-resistance valuation group C complete

the swimming pool special programme of Agrob Buchtal.

The gratings do not clatter, are available as mitred corner

pieces and also curved in the case of transverse gratings; for

cleaning the channel, they can be easily lifted in no time.

These are the most important product characteristics and

advantages:

• High-impact plastics (without PVC)

• Solid grating rods

• Slip-resistant due to profiled surface

(valuation group “C”)

• Odourless

• Heat-resistant

• Attractive shape

• Excellent resistance to ageing

• No clattering underfoot due to plug-in system and tie rod

• 1 m length of rods enables easy lifting ensuring good

cleaning properties

• Simple construction

• Rapid installation

Illustration: Badhuis, Menen, Belgium, architect: Luk de Rycke
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Illustration at the top: Thermal bath, Obernsees, Germany, architect: 
Architekturbüro Horstmann
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Convincing alternative

With a carefully matched colour range and discreet surface

structures, the ceramic paving stone Piazza offers best condi-

tions for the visually attractive design of pool surrounds. Its

modular sizes can be perfectly combined with other tile series

of Agrob Buchtal which include a wide range of special

pieces. This is how comprehensive solutions are realized –

with harmonious transitions from the indoor towards the

outdoor areas. 

Attractive and robust

Manufactured by the classical long-time firing at more than

1100° C, the product presents a densely sintered surface on

which algae can not proliferate and which is particularly easy

to clean. High slip resistance (valuation group B) and the

elegantly rounded edges protecting against mechanical

damage also speak for Piazza. The material is resistant to

chemicals, completely integrally coloured and free of lime

efflorescence. It is convincing by a particularly high resis-

tance to abrasion, it is light-fast, frost-proof, resistant to UV

light and harder than concrete. Result: very low maintenance

costs and its extremely long life make Piazza an investment

that pays off.

Beautiful, easy to clean, extremely robust and stable in value: Buchtal Piazza
combines all the advantages indispensable to an aesthetically and functionally
convincing paving.

Illustration at the top and the bottom: Thermal bath, Obernsees, Germany,
architect: Architekturbüro Horstmann

Buchtal Piazza
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at the top: Hotel Vier Jahreszeiten, Munich, Germany, architect: Geplan Design
GmbH / down on the left: Swimming pool on the Queen Elisabeth II / down in
the middle: Tahko Spa, Tahkovuori, Finland / down on the right: Series Chroma II,
motif cut by water jet

Special production

Agrob Buchtal’s standard range already offers such a variety

of products that almost every customer finds straight away

what it is looking for. But one can also rely on the market

leader in situations where the realization of architectural

concepts demands individual special solutions. Development

groups with experienced experts are specialized in developing

project-specific sizes and special pieces. And in the laboratory,

which disposes of more than 10,000 glaze recipes, almost

every colour or surface can be individually developed.  

Logos and Corporate Colours

This means, for example: operators wishing to appear in

public with their own Corporate Colours by the construction

of a swimming pool can get the corresponding tiles on

request. The water jet cutting offers particularly exclusive

possibilities for an individual design. In the case of this tech-

nique, a CNC-controlled, precisely directed water jet of

extremely high pressure is used for exactly cutting out com-

plicated forms which would not be realizable by means of

conventional tools. In this way, coats of arms, logos or complex

ornaments made of ceramics can also be joined together in

diverse glaze colours. Result: Agrob Buchtal offers the best

conditions for all those who appreciate creative solutions in

first-class quality.

Special production
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Water

Dirt

With Hydrotect, dirt is washed
down by the water and can then
be easily wiped off.

Hydrotect

Hydrotect proves its worth in all areas where perfect hygiene

is required. The surface coating for wall and floor tiles offers

three important advantages:  

• it has an antibacterial effect *

• it is extremely easy to clean

• it eliminates disagreeable odours

The effects are based on the principle of the photocatalysis.

The catalyst titanium dioxide baked onto the glaze effects a

reaction between light, oxygen and air humidity. In this

process, activated oxygen forms, which decomposes bacteria,

fungi, algae and moss. 

Hydrotect-coated tile surfaces are hydrophilic: instead of

being repelled, the water spreads to form a thin film. In this

way, dirt is washed down by the water and can be easily

removed.

In addition, Hydrotect decomposes the exhaust fumes created

by industry and cars. Scientific analyses prove that a Hydrotect

facade surface of 1000 m2 cleans the air as effectively as 70

medium-sized deciduous trees. The coating, which is unique

in this form, is practically indestructible. The photocatalytic

effect already activated by normal indoor lighting or natural

light is permanently conserved. 

For further information, please order our Hydrotect special

brochure.

* Documentation and approval regarding the antibacterial characteristics of
Hydrotect are pending in the USA 

Hydrotect
ea

sy to clean

w
ith

long-term
guarantee
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Illustration at the top: Globetrotter department store, Cologne, Germany, archi-
tect: Prof. Holger Moths / Illustration down on the left: Fildorado, Filderstadt,
Germany, architect: Kauffmann, Theilig & Partner / Illustration down on the
right: Naubad, Bitterfeld, Germany, architect: Bauconcept Rabe und Partner

In-house planning department

At Agrob Buchtal, high-quality products and competent

services are supplied. In this way, planners and architects

using our products can benefit from the know-how of our

in-house planning department free of charge when specifying

our products.

A committed team of qualified technicians, engineers, archi-

tects, designers and colour experts ensures a quick and

problem-free realization of individual concepts. The range of

services includes laying plans, determinations of quantities,

detailed estimates, texts for bidding purposes or project-

specific advice regarding application techniques. In addition,

a person to contact will be at your disposal on location by

request. You will find detailed information about the complete

range of our products in our publication “Programme of

Delivery”.
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In-house planning department

Illustration at the bottom: Pirbadet, Trondheim, Norway, architect: 
Per Knudsen Arkitektkontor



Deutsche Steinzeug Keramik GmbH

D-92519 Schwarzenfeld

Telephone: +49 (0) 94 35-391-0

Fax: +49 (0) 94 35-391-34 52

E-Mail: architekturkeramik@deutsche-steinzeug.de

Internet: www.agrob-buchtal.de

You will find contact names

for other countries on the Internet at:

www.agrob-buchtal.de
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Renowned innovation prize

Special distinctions and special prizes of the International

Paralympic Committee for facilities particularly adapted to

the needs of the handicapped were conferred, among others,

for the “Toskana-Therme” in Bad Sulza (Germany), the

Aquatic Centre in Ozarów (Poland) and

the Scottish National Swimming Academy

in Stirling (Great Britain). The Falls Leisure

Centre in Belfast (Northern Ireland)

received the RIBA Award of the Royal

Institute of British Architects. Finally, our

ceramic design system Plural two as well

as the safety system of photoluminescent

indicators were awarded the innovation

prize of the leading German architecture

journal AIT.

Awards

A number of highly esteemed architecture prizes underlines

the international leading position of Agrob Buchtal in swim-

ming pool construction. So, for example, several teams of

architects using our products and services have been awarded

the IOC/IAKS Award of the International Olympic Committee

and the International Association for Sports and Leisure

Facilities. The gold medal was conferred on the swimming

pool Malik in Nuuk (Greenland) and the “Bodensee-Therme”

in Überlingen (Germany), the silver medal on the Aquarena

in Kyoto (Japan) and the bronze medal on the “Geibeltbad”

in Pirna (Germany). The acceptance by the users and the

operators was a decisive criterion for awarding the prize: all

facilities had to have proved themselves in practice. 

Illustration on the left: Bodenseetherme, Überlingen, Germany, architect: Prof.
Wienands / Illustration on the right: Presentation of the IOC/IAKS Award

Tiles from Agrob Buchtal offer excellent
quality and meet all current standards
applicable to the respective use. This is
guaranteed by the seals of indepen-
dent testing institutes in Germany and
abroad.


